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This document is a collection of information about why financial information could not be detected
within SEC XBRL financial filings related to erroneous or ambiguous identification of the current balance
sheet date within such financial report.
***
More importantly, this document summarizes a thought process for understanding the dynamics of what
makes SEC XBRL financial filings usable by automated processes and what makes them unusable.
The goal is system equilibrium, for the system to be in balance. There are three things which impact the
system:
1. The SEC XBRL financial filing.
2. The business rules.
3. The software algorithm which reads the SEC XBRL financial filing.
There is some process and there is some set of process rules which work together as a system to offer
automated reuse of financial information reported by SEC XBRL financial filings. Adjusting the rules of
this process, adjusting SEC XBRL financial filings, or by adjusting software algorithms would yield 100.0%
passing scores for each processing step category and arguably a system which provides safe, reliable,
predictable, automated reuse of reported financial information.
***
The following is a summary of reasons why the current balance sheet date could not be unambiguously
detected within an SEC XBRL financial filing. The current balance sheet date was successfully detected
within 6624 (99.2%) SEC XBRL financial filings of a total of 6674 filings. The following two screen shots
shows how the reported fact value of the concept dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate, the value of the
endDate period in the context of the concept dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate, and the actual current
period balance sheet dates match.
Consider the following correct example: Note the consistency between the value of the Document
Period End Date and the end date value of the period for the context of the Document Period End Date
both have a value of “2013-03-31”:

And note how the current balance sheet date has that same value, “2013-03-31”. As such, the current
balance sheet date is unambiguous and the information for the current balance sheet date is
unambiguously detectable by software algorithms.

Of the total of 50 situations where the current balance sheet could not be successfully discovered, 42
had a dependency related to the detection of the root reporting entity. The remaining 8 SEC XBRL
financial filings had specific errors relating to the erroneous or potentially unambiguous detection of the

current balance sheet date. The following is a summary of the reasons for the error or what causes this
ambiguity.
#

Reason

Count

Correction

1

Document Period End Date value
does not match Document Period
End Date endDate Period context

#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6,
#7,

SEC filer fix Document Period End
Date context period end date value

2

Document Period End Date value
does not match current balance
sheet date

#8

SEC filer fix Document Period End
Date reported fact value

The following provides details of these 8 situations.

#1: ACCELERA INNOVATIONS, INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1444144/000107997413000184/accel-20121231.xml

Note that while the current balance sheet could be detected (2012-12-31) per the
dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate (2012-12-31); the date of the endDate of the context of the concept
dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate was NOT consistent with the balance sheet date (2012-06-30).

#2: Canandaigua National Corporation
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/759458/000075945813000029/cnc-20121231.xml

Balance sheet date is detectable because the dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate is correct, but it is
inconsistent with the value of its end date context value.

#3: Diamond Resorts Corp
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1514608/000151460813000008/diarc-20121231.xml

Balance sheet date is detectable because the dei:DocumentPeriodEndDate is correct, but it is
inconsistent with the value of its end date context value.

#4: MATERION Corp
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1104657/000110465713000047/mtrn-20121231.xml

#5: PROOFPOINT INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1212458/000121245813000003/pfpt-20121231.xml

#6: PTC Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/857005/000085700513000038/pmtc-20130930.xml

#7: Univest Tech Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1454510/000107997413000222/univ-20121231.xml

#8: US TUNGSTEN CORP.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1436309/000127351113000077/ustu-20130531.xml

Appendix:
CIK

EntityRegistrantName

LinkToXBRLInstance

0001444144 ACCELERA INNOVATIONS, http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1444144/000107997413000184/accelINC.
20121231.xml
0000759458 Canandaigua National
Corporation

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/759458/000075945813000029/cnc20121231.xml

0001514608 Diamond Resorts Corp

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1514608/000151460813000008/diarc20121231.xml

0001104657 MATERION Corp

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1104657/000110465713000047/mtrn20121231.xml

0001212458 PROOFPOINT INC.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1212458/000121245813000003/pfpt20121231.xml

0000857005 PTC Inc.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/857005/000085700513000038/pmtc20130930.xml

0001454510 Univest Tech Inc.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1454510/000107997413000222/univ20121231.xml

0001436309 US TUNGSTEN CORP.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1436309/000127351113000077/ustu20130531.xml

